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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user workstation was infected with a new malware variant as a
result of a drive-by download. The security administrator
reviews key controls on the infected workstation and discovers
the following:
Which of the following would BEST prevent the problem from
reoccurring in the future? (Choose two.)
A. Enable application blacklisting
B. Install EDR
C. Enable DLP
D. Improve patch management processes
E. Install HIDS
F. Install HIPS
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You administer all the deployments of Microsoft SQL Server 2016
in your company.
A database contains a large product catalog that is updated
periodically.
You need to be able to send the entire product catalog to all
branch offices on a monthly basis.
Which configuration should you use?
A. Two servers configured in the same data center A primary
server configured to perform log-shipping every 10 minutes A
backup server configured as a warm standby
B. SQL Server that includes an application database configured
to perform snapshot replication
C. Two servers configured in the same data center SQL Server
Availability Group configured in AsynchronousCommit
Availability Mode One server configured as an Active Secondary
D. Two servers configured in different data centers SQL Server
Availability Group configured in AsynchronousCommit
Availability Mode
E. SQL Server that includes an application database configured
to perform transactional replication
F. Two servers configured in a Windows Failover Cluster in the
same data center SQL Server configured as a clustered instance
G. Two servers configured in different data centers SQL Server
Availability Group configured in Synchronous-Commit
Availability Mode One server configured as an Active Secondary
H. Two servers configured on the same subnet SQL Server
Availability Group configured in Synchronous- Commit
Availability Mode
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Snapshot replication distributes data exactly as it appears at
a specific moment in time and does not monitor for updates to
the data. When synchronization occurs, the entire snapshot is
generated and sent to Subscribers.
Using snapshot replication by itself is most appropriate when
one or more of the following is true:
Data changes infrequently.
It is acceptable to have copies of data that are out of date
with respect to the Publisher for a period of
time.
Replicating small volumes of data.
A large volume of changes occurs over a short period of time.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/repli
cation/snapshot-replication

NEW QUESTION: 3
What type of access control determines the authorization to
resource based on pre-defined job titles within an
organization?
A. Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
B. Role-based access control
C. Non-discretionary access control
D. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
Answer: D
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